(leaders speak and report)

... embrace children, Cain and Abel children and raise them toward Heaven. Therefore, by uniting all of the children of the world, unite them toward Heaven, I believe that we can achieve the unity of the various nations of the world as one family under God. Therefore, unless we can establish this global foundation, there will be no continuity.

Until now the thought has been that, 'I will perfect my family.' But when we look at the True Parents' Words, the perfection of my family is not up to me. It is by perfecting the families in the Cain realm that my family becomes perfected. Therefore, it is by dealing with the problems of the family, the problems of other families and solving those problems, it is in perfecting and helping others perfect themselves that we can become perfected as well. This is the miracle of heavenly family messiahship that True Parents are speaking about.

Therefore, heavenly tribal messiahship is not just about increasing the number of members. More importantly, our families need to perfect the Cain families by perfecting my family by serving others so that we can inherit the Heart of The (Heaven) Parent, understand the Heart of Heavenly Parent and really perfect the realm of heart of Heavenly Parents. That is why heavenly tribal messiahship is the path for us to perfect our families and also the way for us to perfect ourselves.

As I mentioned before, there are 319 tribal messiah families who have completed the Blessing of 430 couples who are now engaged in heavenly tribal messiah centers, engaged in activities and establishing the foundation in their communities. And now, when our families come together, work together, we now can restore the family of the Cain realm; and, help them be born again as Heavenly Parents' children.

We will be victorious in our mission because 319 families have completed this mission. I believe that by the unity of these families, the Cheon Il Guk can take place substantially through the launching of the Heavenly Tribal Messiahs Association.

(The Anniversary of Foundation Day and the Inauguration of the Cheon Il Guk Association of Heavenly Tribal Messiahs will soon begin)

I believe that, through the victory of heavenly tribal messiahship vertically and horizontally as God's beloved children, when we finish our mission on earth as we ascend to the spirit world, Heavenly Parent and True Parents will welcome us with open arms and recognize our achievements.
Let us give another round of applause to our beloved True Parents.

Now True Mother will come on the stage; and, let us reflect on the meaning and value of Heavenly Tribal Messiahship

Association and take five minutes to really pray as we wait for True Mother to come. So please everyone, let us take five minutes to meditate and pray.

Everyone, please open the programs you have. First we will have an opening performance, the opening announcement, Cheon Il Guk Anthem, Family Pledge, Invocation, commemorative videos, special reports and True Parents' Entrance, Offering of Flowers, Cake Cutting, Offering of Gifts, Special Address, Launching of The Heavenly Tribal Messiahship Association, Three Cheers of Oek Monsei and the special luncheon.

Beginning now, let us have the opening performance. These are Korean traditional percussion instruments from Sun Jeong Middle and High School. I would like to introduce the Cheondorak Team. These are young people who know about Heaven's Providence and wish to share their joy together with the members of the world. They will perform Korean percussion instruments with the wish that everyone can really feel Heaven's Blessings. Let us welcome the team Samulnori Cheondorak with a thunderous round of applause. They have prepared many percussion instruments. (applause)

performance ... wearing red and white and dance of the ribbon with the music ...

MC Dr. Young-ho Yoon
Secretary General
FFWPU International HQ

Let us give another big round of applause to the team that has performed this beautiful percussion instrument. And I would like to welcome you all to the celebration of Foundation Day and also the dedication of Chambuwon.

I will be your MC for today. My name is Dr. Young-ho Yoon. I'm pleased to meet you. I would like to welcome all the heavenly tribal messiah victors as well as all of the distinguished guests and leaders from around the world who are attending the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day.

It is an honor for me to stand before you. And we have a tradition. Please greet the person to your left, to your right, to your front and to your back. Let us all exchange greetings please. I'm very pleased to meet you. Welcome. I love you. And let us be victorious. Komapsummida. Saranghammida.' 'Pleased to meet you. Let us be victorious.' So, please it is important that you speak, 'We love you. Let us be victorious.'

I want to mention that Mother toured Chambumowon and She toured from the first floor to the fourth floor (I'm sure you watched it all here on the screen. And Mother changed the Chinese character from bo to tribe to treasure. Mother changed the name of Chambuwon. Chambuwon is the place where Heaven's treasures are accepted; and 320 families will now join the Chambu providence. Let us give a big round of applause to the 320 victorious heavenly tribal messiah victors.
Today is a day of celebration and a day of gratitude. And together with the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day Mother decreed that we celebrate the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day together with the launching of The Tribal Messiah Association.

Originally, Heavenly Parents' wish in creating the first human ancestors was to realize His Will on earth; and, the wish of humanity was for the people of the world to realize a world of freedom, equality, peace, unity and happiness and to realize the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. To realize this ideal, Heavenly Parent led to providence to send the only-begotten Son and Daughter to form the True Parents.

And upon the True Parents' Cosmic Holy Wedding True Parents have been leading the providence to firmly establish the Kingdom of Heaven on earth; and, following True Father's ascension, True Mother has been proclaiming that She will realize Cheon Il Guk on this earth. She (True Mother) has been leading the providence tirelessly.

On January 13, 2013 by the Heavenly Calendar, together with True Father in the spirit world and all of the Blessed families on earth, True Mother proclaimed the start of Foundation Day.

Beloved members from throughout the world, in order to firmly realize Cheon Il Guk on earth, we need to have the substantial foundation of the people, the sovereignty and the territory. And without the substantial foundation, it is difficult to attend the Heavenly Parent in substance on earth. That is why True Mother proclaimed the Vision 2020; and True Mother has been leading the providence to bring about the fulfillment of Cheon Il Guk.

True Mother has been tirelessly working with an earnest heart leading the providence to bring about the fulfillment of Heaven's providence. Through this earnest cheong seong of Heavenly Parent, we have (a time) unprecedented; and, True Mother proclaimed this time of the providence. And this has been the outcome fruits of True Parents' tears. And now we can see the fruits of True Parents' Word on earth.

Last year True Mother showed us the amazing challenge, the amazing miracles. And the heavenly continent and the heavenly world were realized. And in January, for the first time, we were able to host the Sennegal Summit in Africa. In December we hosted the Asia Pacific Summit, and also rallies of hope in Europe, rallies of hope in Latin America and also, more than anything else, Mother has been leading the providence in Korea, in Japan and in the United States.

Last year was a banner year for our movement, Mother touring the globe several times over. And True Mother has been pushing Herself beyond the limits of physical endurance with an earnest Heart of realizing Heaven's Will. Mother has been tirelessly advancing God's Providence.

All of the events held by True Parents were not just simple events. These were manifestations and extensions of True Parents great strategies of witnessing, creating environments for witnessing and raising future leaders. And thousands and thousands of leaders from all walks of life joined True Parents' great work. Whether religious leaders from around the world or political leaders from throughout the world making firm resolves to bring about great advances in the providence.

True Mother did not stop there. In order to bring about the firm realization of Cheon Il Guk and the victory of 2020 and in order to bring about the victory of the liberation of the homeland that began in
1919, True Mother opened the path for Korea to launch the Heavenly Unified Korea.

True Mother held a nationwide prayer vigil on January 1st and gave a precious calligraphy mentioning opening the era for the firm establishment of the Heavenly Unified Korea.

One hundred years ago Korea suffered from failure to liberate itself as a nation, from the ravages of the Korean War. And ignorance about Heaven's providence and internal failure to welcome True Parents and uphold the True Parents' Will and various other issues were the root cause for the various delays in Heavens' providence. And this time, from 110 nations 440 (?) former and current heads of state and 200 parliamentarians, close to 120 religious leaders, close to 700 VIPs attended the 2019 World Summit.

True Mother launched ISCP, The International Summit Council for Peace; and together with IAPP, IAPD and ISCP now the UPF can work as the Abel UN. And all of the leaders who participated as heads of state are now supporting the work of True Parents to bring about the firm realization of the Heavenly Unified Korea by supporting peaceful reunification on the Korean peninsula.

Honorable Newt Gingrich, during the summit, wrote a special op ed about the miracle of Korea sharing it with all members of the media and the political realm. And heads of state from around the world share in True Parents' Vision for the realization of an ideal world.

And as we all know, in the Chung Pyung Peace World Center, all these heads of state attended True Parents' Holy Birthday Celebration and the Offering of Gifts, the Offering of Flowers, even the (other) program, these were all attended by current and former heads of state. They all participated in the programs.

Beloved leaders of Cheon Il Guk, Blessed families, now true Heaven has given us the heavenly mandate of Vision 2020. We are less than a year away to celebrate the centennial of True Father's Birth and the 56th Anniversary of True Parents Holy Wedding. True Mother has already given us the blueprint; and, in the midst of profound devotion, True Mother is preparing for this historic day.

True Mother gave us the goal of restoring at least seven nations. And we need to restore sovereignty, the citizens and the people. And we need to host the national Blessing hosted by the nation and host the national level Summit.

During the Cheon Il Guk Leaders' Assembly leaders of Cheon Il Guk from throughout the world, 600 of them, attended True Mother/ True Parents and resolved to accomplish the firm realization of the victory of 2020. And in Asia, in Africa and other regions, regional presidents and leaders have firmly resolved to become heavenly tribal messiahs to accomplish national restoration, national level Blessings.

And in 2020 during the celebration of Father's centennial Birthday and 77th celebration of True Mother's Birth as well as the 60th Anniversary of True Parents Holy Wedding, these grand celebrations will take place in Korea.

And True Mother will also host the international assemblies of ISCP, IAPP, IAPD, the Sunhak Peace Prize Awards Ceremony and the 2020 World Summit right here in Korea in the Korean peninsula. Seven thousand heads of state and VIPs from around the world will come to Korea.
And on January 13 by the Heavenly Calendar, on February 6, they will all participate in True Parents' Holy Wedding Celebration and Holy Birthday Celebrations and they will testify to True Father and True Mother's Birth and celebrate the 60th Anniversary of True Parents' Holy Wedding.

And on February 8, we will have the Hyo Jeong Cosmic Holy Blessing Ceremony. Beloved leaders, national restoration is the heavenly responsibility of all organizations and all Blessed families shall be heavenly tribal messiahs and also liberate 430 generations of ancestors. And to all of these Blessings True Mother will give the Blessing to be remembered for eternity. (sound went way down) ... True Mother, Chambowon

True Mother will be here in Cheonbowon, the Chung Pyung Training Center during the ceremony of the leaders' assembly. And True Mother renamed the training center HJ (Hyo Jeon) Cheon bo Training Center and True Mother and True Father make the same wish that we should all become heavenly tribal messiahs and become the heavenly treasures, become treasures of Heaven who transcend nationality, who transcend race and help realize the One Human Family of Humanity under Heavenly Parent.

Let us realize the ideal under True Parents. And that is why we celebrate the 6th Anniversary of Foundation Day together. With the celebration of the 6th Anniversary of Foundation Day, True Mother also decreed the launching of the Heavenly Tribal Messiah Association.

Beloved members, in the Bible it is written, 'Seek and you shall find. Knock and the door shall be opened.' Everyone who searches, who knocks and who seeks Heaven's Blessing will be given them. And now in attendance to True Father in the spirit world and True Mother, the substantial Holy Spirit on earth, let us unite as one and let us march forward together and realize the firm establishment of Cheon Il Guk.

If we knock, if we seek, if we search, Heaven's Blessings will come to us. Let us go beyond the heavenly tribe to go to the heavenly nation and heavenly world. Let us fulfill Heaven's mandate. If you agree, let us give a thunderous round of applause before our beloved True Parents. (applause)

Beginning now before our victorious True Parents of Heaven and earth in the midst of celebrations from all of Heaven and earth, let us begin the 6th Anniversary of Foundation Day Celebration with your thunderous round of applause. (applause)

Next, we will sing the Cheon Il Guk anthem. Everyone, let us rise and sing the Cheon Il Guk Anthem together.

The budding rose of love will bloom with new tidings of hope
May the world live in new freedom earth and Heaven rejoice
As the reign of peace brings hope prosperity and love
In the Cheon Il Guk, in the (freedom) land of God
The lily beams in Heaven's light Vibrant colors abound
In the goodness of the Spirit pure new love lights our way.
Ever prosper in God's Love rejoice forever more.
Shining for eternity, in the Cheon Il Guk, in the (peace) land of God
The dignity of pure new life manifests the ideal.
As the crane flies over mountains, God's command is revealed.
May the world of Heaven and earth rejoice in morning's calm, shining for eternity in the Cheon Il Guk, in the (unity) land of God.

True Parents bring true love to all; earth and Heaven resound
For the hope of all the ages is the Kingdom (and Queendom) of God
As the flag of Cheon Il Guk waves firmly for all time, shining for eternity in the Cheon-Il-Guk, in the (happy) land of God.

Next, we will recite the Family Pledge.

Family Pledge

1. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to seek our original homeland and build the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven, the original ideal of creation, by centering on true love.

2. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to represent and become central to heaven and earth by attending the Heavenly Parent and True Parents; we pledge to perfect the dutiful family way of filial sons and daughters in our family, patriots in our nation, saints in the world, and divine sons and daughters in heaven and on earth, by centering on true love.

3. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to perfect the Four Great Realms of Heart, the Three Great Kingships and the Realm of the Royal Family, by centering on true love.

4. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to build the universal family encompassing heaven and earth, which is the Heavenly Parent's ideal of creation, and perfect the world of freedom, peace, unity and happiness, by centering on true love.

5. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to strive every day to advance the unification of the spirit world and the physical world as subject and object partners, by centering on true love.

6. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges to become a family that moves heavenly fortune by embodying the Heavenly Parent and True Parents, and to perfect a family that conveys Heaven's blessing to our community by centering on true love.

7. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, pledges, through living for the sake of others, to perfect the world based on the culture of heart, which is rooted in the original lineage, by centering on true love.

8. Our family the owner of Cheon II Guk, pledges, having entered the Era of Cheon II Guk, to achieve the ideal of God and human beings united in love through absolute faith, absolute love and absolute obedience, and to perfect the realm of liberation and complete freedom in the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven, by centering on true love.

MC: Dr. Young-ho Yoon
Now, the invocation by Lee Gi-seong, President, FFWPU-Heavenly Korea:

Heavenly Tribal Messiahs, we are profoundly grateful, ushering this day in attendance to True Parents.

We remember that in 2013, on January 13, True Mother proclaimed the Foundation Day; and, a few months before Father mentioned that 'I've accomplished everything' and ascended to Heaven.

Yesterday, Mother spoke to us and said that leading the Providence following Father's ascension has been akin to searching for a needle in the midst of a sand storm in a barren desert. We cannot fathom the tears that True Mother has shed in upholding Heaven's Will by Herself, as She led the Providence over the past six years.

Every time that True Mother proclaimed that she is the only-begotten Daughter, many among us failed to recognize her identity. Nonetheless, True Mother has embraced us as a mother. She led all of us towards greater victory and She's been leading us since Foundation Day towards the great victory that is awaiting us in 2020.

And here in the New Jerusalem, True Mother has been leading the Providence to realize the fulfillment of Heaven's Will so that the civilization of peace, that will last tens of thousands of years can continue and Heaven's sovereignty can spread throughout the world.

True Mother does not wish to end Her Mission with Words alone but to bring about the realization of 2020 (Victory). Mother has been working to show the substance of the national restoration, the realization of Cheon Il Guk in substance.

To realize the victory of 2020, True Mother has been putting Her Life on the line every single day, shedding Blood, Sweat and Tears, wishing us to advance forward toward greater victory and that we become Heavenly tribal messiah victors who liberated 430 generations of ancestors and bless 430 couples, so that we can stand on the foundation of being true ancestors for humanity.

Forgive us, for many times daily, we have been failing to uphold the many slogans that we have been shouting up until now as the true owner; but six years after the Dream of Heavenly True Parent, tribal messiahship is taking root with the first heavenly tribal messiah emerging from Asia.

The beloved True Parents have lodged and dedicated the grand Cheonbowon. And on this day 390 of the Heavenly tribal messiah victors will receive the Heavenly recognition that they have been victorious.

Please grant that this foundation expand to the heavenly nation, heavenly continent, heavenly world and heavenly cosmos. We will advance in absolute unity with Heavenly Parent and The True Mother on earth Who has opened the grand Chambowon on the foundation of the dedication of the Chambowon and the Sixth Anniversary of the launching of the Heavenly Tribal Messiah Association, grant us Heaven's Grace and Blessings as we attend the holy and solemn day.
The date for 2020 has already been decided. Please grant that Father in the spirit world together with Hyo Jin Nim and Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim together with all of the absolute good spirits in the spirit world work together to bring about the firm realization of the Heavenly Unified Korea that we may march forward, lead the providence forward and bring about the realization of Your Will.

I pray all these things in my name, Gi Seong Lee, a Blessed Central Family,

Ajuuu

MC Dr. Young ho Yoon

Thank you very much for the invocation. And the era of Cheon Il Guk has been opened on the foundation of True Parents’ Victory. And the past six years have been a breath-taking journey of True Parents’ Love and sacrifices to bring about the realization of Heaven's Will. We'd like to watch a video that shows the Victory of True Love in True Parents’ Work over the past six years. Please join me in watching this video.

Video:

For a long six thousand years of fallen history, a new heavenly world has emerged before us, when the Son and Daughter of Heaven is a filial heart. When all the remnants of the world join together as pure water and form a grand river that flows to the ocean, a new world is born. And all of humanity can now welcome the day when an ideal world can be realized through the multiplication of ideal families. We are now marching forward towards the heavenly world through true families.

Cheon Il Guk, the victory of the opening of the Era of Cheon Il Guk and the march forward of True Parents. True Parents opened the path to bring about the conclusion of God’s Providence of Salvation and True Parents have opened the Era of the Heavenly World. And True Mother opened the Era of Foundation Day.

True Mother:

Our Almighty Heavenly Parent,

The True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, The Queen and King of Kings, Today on January 13, 2013 by the Heavenly Calendar, I proclaim the founding year of Cheon Il Guk.'

And True Parents launched the Foundation Day of Cheon Il Guk. And that is when the grand journey began.

True Parents compiled The Three Holy Scriptures, and True Parents established the foundation and a path for humanity to walk, establishing a tradition of filial heart.

And externally, True Parents have expanded the foundation of UPF (Universal Peace Federation); and also, bringing forth miracles by finding the righteous people that Heaven has raised.
Also, True Parents have been revealing the truth of providential history and launched the Era of the Pacific Rim Civilization.

This was a grand challenge to bring about the realization of a new Heaven and a new earth. True Parents have Blessed Korea and Japan as Heavenly Korea, Heavenly Japan, Heavenly America.

True Parents have toured the world several times over and brought about revival of the Providence.

And Africa, which has suffered from the scourge of slavery was liberated by True Mother through Interdependence Mutual Prosperity and Universal Values.

In Austria, True Mother healed the painful history of providential history and launched a new era of Heaven's Providence.

True Parents visited South America for the first time in twelve years, giving Words of Life and Blessing Latin America as the Heavenly Latin America.

In Asia, True Mother concluded 2018 as Heavenly Asia. And the seven current heads of state and seven hundred mayors couples attended the Asia Pacific Summit 2018. And this was the Asia Pacific Civilization.

And coming to Korea lit the fire of the Era of The Heavenly Unified Korea. True Mother has been walking the path of creating Cheon Il Guk, a path that no one has ever walked. Day and night, True Mother has been working to keep the Promises made to Heaven.

True Mother gave Her entire Life Attending True Father, seeking to embrace humanity, wishing that all of humanity can feel the Love of Heaven.

**True Father's Prayer:**

The time that You yearned for has come! And may this time be a time of victory of Your Glory and Praises! Please grant that we can become heavenly tribal messiahs.'

The path of Tears, Toil, Sweat and True Parents wished that we could stand in the position of true ancestors and that Blessed families from around the world answer Father and Mother's Call to become heavenly tribal messiahs. And going to different areas of the world, Blessed families rose and led the Movement for Heavenly Tribal Messiahs and led the drive to lay the foundation for national restoration.

Throughout the world, heavenly tribal messiahs are expanding...

**Testimony Dr. Lek (Thailand Tribal Messiah):**

'talking about tribal messiahs and then, we have been trying to restore 430 couples quickly even before (Father's ascension? ...)'...

Currently more than 5,000 families have completed tribal messiahsip around the world; and, at this moment, the reason why tribal messiahship has expanded throughout the world is also through the launching of The Heavenly Tribal Messiah Academy, launched throughout the world.

And True Parents Providence to bring about the realization of Cheon Il Guk is being realized.

**True Mother (at Special New Year's Gathering with Cheon Il Guk Leaders):**

Now you are heavenly tribal messiahs. She (True Mother) does not refer to 'you' but 'heavenly' ...

You must become tribal messiahs who attend God, your tribes and your families. That is how your cheong seong and your work will be conveyed to Heaven; and, you will be registered in Cheonbowon.

All of you gathered here today, I hope that you can all become the honorable son and daughter who will be remembered and registered in Pyeong-bo-won. True Mother has given us an incredible Blessing, the blessing of being remembered for eternity with a minimum amount of effort.

And on the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day, True Mother has dedicated Cheonbowon and
launched the International Association of Heavenly Tribal Messiahs. Cheonbowon will be a venue to inherit hyo jeong; and, it will really be a time when we can feel that this is the time, the golden time of our lives when we can offer our devotion and our results for Heaven.

The first floor will show the human fantasy as well as the human fall as well as the Providence of Salvation for humanity. Various areas have been prepared as well as the Hall on the Chung Pyung Training Center to the work of the Substantial Holy Spirit.

Also, there will be the Hall of Fame for Heavenly Tribal Messiahs. And this is where all families will be remembered for eternity. They will receive the honor of being recognized by True Parents and recorded for posterity.

There will also be a special Hall dedicated to Due Mo Nim and True Mother, centering on the work of the only-begotten Daughter.

On the fourth floor there will also be a special Hall about True Parents' Life Course, in particular True Mother. And who will have their names registered in the Cheonbowon? True Parents' hope is that all Blessed families and all of humanity can be registered as the heros of Cheonbowon while they are alive.

In the Seventh Year of Cheon Il Guk, what is our resolve? It is to become Heavenly Tribal Messiah Victors. And now that heavenly tribal messiah's position is being launched, let us work together to realize the dream of Heavenly Parent, True Parents and humanity. Let us march forward toward the victory of the Vision 2020!

End of video (applause, huge auditorium)

MC: Dr. Young-ho Yoon

True Parents have given us the light of hope to become lights of hyo jeong throughout the world. Let us give another round of applause for True Parents. (applause)

Next, we will have special testimonies; and, True Parents have launched Their Heavenly Tribal Messiah Movement. And this is not just our Movement but this is a universal values movement. And today we are launching the Heavenly Tribal Messiahs' Association; and, each religion in each nation and various leaders are engaged in heavenly tribal messiah activities.

Now we will hear special reports from three special leaders. And we will have the subtitles on every screen. In particular, those from Korea, please listen to the interpretation. The first report will be offered by Archbishop Yohannes Ndanga, who was appointed as the Cheon Il Guk Special Envoy by True Mother. He is in charge of ACC Zed (?); and, he leads close to eight million followers in Zimbabwe. Let us welcome Archbishop Johannes Ndanga with a big round of applause. (Applause) (MC: And now I'll switch to Korean)

Archbishop Johannes Ndanga:
'Our beloved True Mother, tribal messiahs and blessed family, brothers and sisters, Happy Foundation Day. (applause) I am particularly grateful to the Heavenly Father's and True Parents ... They have given me the opportunity to speak on this Sixth Foundation Day Commemoration. As we celebrate this historical day where our victorious True Parents proclaimed the beginning of a new era, it is important to remind ourselves where we come from. Our Heavenly Father created His children Adam and Eve with the hope that they will listen to Him and obey His Commandment. If they had done so, they would have become fruitful. They would have multiplied and had proper dominion, a dominion of love over the creation. The fall of Adam and Eve brought suffering and failed to establish the heart of joy and happiness. God lost His children, His family and ultimately His nation and Will. This has been the greatest tragedy in the history of humanity. Throughout history however, our Heavenly Father has been shedding Tears, Sweat and Blood for His lost children. Our Lord Jesus Christ came, suffered and died on the cross due to the same tragedy and misunderstanding. It is a pity that, throughout history especially has missed this understanding. We never knew that Jesus Savior as in John 17 verse 3, 'Have we never spoke lately about the Father' -John 17, verse 25, True Parents came and were suffering due to our ignorance of God's Providence. True Mother says, 'There can be no perfection in ignorance.' I'm grateful that today, thanks to our beloved True Parents, the Truth can be told. I'm sorry that They had to go through a very suffering course before finally winning victory at all levels. Our task is to unite all religions and establish a strong foundation for world peace. Thank you beloved True Mother for founding the Inter-religious Association for Peace and Development. Through the heavenly tribal messiah activity, we will succeed to bring all the religions into one. I am grateful for this wonderful tool. Thank you True Mother and only-begotten Daughter of Heaven. Thank you for bearing with us, Your children. Zimbabwe is going to intensify the heavenly tribal messiah activity as we prepare to welcome True Mother again this year. We want to do more than our best to assure the national position of Zimbabwe. It is our responsibility to offer our nation to Heaven. We will plant a Cheon Il Guk flag in Zimbabwe by next year and we will wipe away all the tears of our True Mother. We are looking forward to celebrating the next Foundation Day with the True Parents leading in Zimbabwe. My wife and I are deeply grateful to have been called and appointed especially as Envoy of Zimbabwe at this historic turning point in the history of humanity. We will fulfill our mission of heavenly tribal messiah. We will be victorious. Happy Foundation Day True Mother, Thank you. MC: Dr. Young-ho Yoon (sound way down ... He came by himself ... spiritual ...) On May 25, he went to a chief's workshop and he kept giving negative? remarks; but, he received a revelation and Heaven's Blessing ... He received education and received the Blessing; and, later he began the heavenly tribal messiah movement. Then, I think it was June 1st that he Blessed 73 bishop's couples. And this was broadcast live on national television. Then 2,000 couples received the Blessing; and, in 2017 on November 11, he came to Korea. That's when there was a coup d'état in Zimbabwe; and, that's when a democratic government was established. And there was something that moved him in many ways. He was in a situation where his life was at risk; but then, he was able to preserve his life. He said he understood that his foundation is nothing. 'Everything that I have, my entire foundation, all of the churches that I have must now be offered. That is why he wanted a new definition of his church, even changing the public name to IAPP. He sent a letter to True Mother. However, he said that before he began to report to True Mother and (give all over to Her), Mother said 'No, you should move everything to FFWPU Zimbabwe, everything should be given to Family Federation for World Peace and Unification (in Zimbabwe). Thank you for your applause. However, it was difficult to convey this; and, I upheld Mother's Words. And I think Archbishop Ndanga's faith was amazing. And the first shall be last and the last shall be first.
That is why, because the only-begotten Daughter gave a directive, I shall follow. And that is why last year in 2018, Officer Ndanga registered in Family Federation and offered the registration to Mother. And in November 21 we tried to have a national Blessing and we Blessed 2,000 couples.

Let us give a big round of applause to Archbishop Ndanga. (applause)

Next, special testimony will be offered by a precious person who is giving a special activity in Cambodia to establish a peace village, a peace nation and a peace world. At this moment I would like to invite the Honorable Chong Pheth, Deputy Minister for Agricultural Development, Cambodia

(Caption: Hon. Chong Pheth, Under Secretary of State, Ministry of Rural Development), Cambodia.

Let's welcome Hon. Excellency Chong Pheth with a thunderous round of applause.

Members of the Unification Community,

It is my great honor to stand here and give the address as a representative of heavenly tribal messiahs in Cambodia. My name is Chong Pheth. I am a Board Member of FFWPU Cambodia and I am also the Deputy Minister for Rural Development of Agriculture in Cambodia.

Today, a number of successful families from all over the world, who have fulfilled this great mission of heavenly tribal messiahship have gathered to inaugurate the International Association of Heavenly Tribal Messiahs right here in the Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Center.

Through this event, the foundation of heavenly tribal messiahs is helping build solidarity between community, religion, politics, culture, and this will gradually expand to the level of the world.

The Heavenly Tribal Messiah Movement consists of education and training given to couples who receive the interfaith peace Blessing to inspire them to become heavenly messiahs and heavenly families. On this auspicious day, the Heavenly Tribal Messiah Movement consists of education and training to become exemplary families.

These Blessed families will extend families and neighbors to gather 430 couples and bring them to receive the Interfaith Peace Blessing. These couples will form a tribe and work to create the environment for Heaven's Kingdom of Cheon Il Guk in their communities.

I believe that our Heavenly Parent derives a lot of joy from this Movement, the Movement to build One Family Under God.

Our Heavenly Tribal Messiah Movement began in Cambodia in 2016, bringing their extended neighbors to receive the Blessing and training them in the Divine Principle and Hoon Dok Hae, guiding them along the path toward humanity's original state, which is the realization of an ideal family and home groups.

The Movement of Heavenly Tribal Messiahs not only conducts basic education but moves to organize each group of 430 families, who have received the Blessing, to work and resolve the
problems in their local communities and participate in the global providence. Heavenly Tribal Messiah activities will be expanded to include the activities for world peace.

Family Federation and UPF is not a religious organization or a political organization. It is a true organization of peace. Of course, in order to establish world peace we need religion, politics and economy. That is why we need an approach as an inter-religious organization, economic as well as political; but most important is the work for peace through the family.

Cambodia is a nation that has experienced tremendous suffering. Most important for us to have, to experience peace is to have hope; and it is the way to restore pain. And we have great experience when we restore our families.

In 2016 I met True Parents at ? Province through the Hon. Phen (?). At that time, I was the Deputy Provincial Governor and about to retire. After retirement from work I went to several workshops and learned the Divine Principle; and, I could come to Chung Pyung as well.

Dr. Yun came to Cambodia for a 25-Provinces Tour. I followed him to pray at the Holy Ground and met Blessed families. After coming back from 25 Provinces, I got a call from the Central Governance and got a new position as Deputy Governor and Minister. I believe that True Parents gave me this position. That is why I need to use this position for the sake of True Parents.

The provision of the Divine Principle is the Three Great Blessings: unity among mind and body, unity among the family, unity in society. These three should be the policies of the nation to bring about unity in the nation; but also unity with True Parents. When we do this, everything will be automatically realized. This is my experience.

Beloved True Parents, Beloved True Mother, you are the true only-begotten daughter! When we unite with You, when we unite with Your Vision, Cheon Il Guk will be realized.

I want to take this time to once again mention that I am truly grateful to True Parents for being appointed to this honorable position. UPF is important; but, I believe that I need this position and it is thanks to True Parents.

Since True Parents have appointed me to this government position, I will dedicate my life to furthering True Parents’ Mission in my nation. I will use my position to expand the work of Heavenly Tribal Messiahship throughout my community; and, Family Federation Cambodia has been working to bring about the realization of the Three Great Blessings. The Three Great Blessings are rooted in the realization of an ideal world.

The Rev. (spell?) personally taught me that, when the mind and body become one, when the family unites as one, and when society unites as one, centering on True Parents’ Vision, we can build ideal families. And to me Mother Moon is the only-begotten Daughter. And more than anything our admonition should be one of becoming one with True Parents. (applause)

And once again, I want to thank you; because, I know from my personal experience that if we unite as one with True Mother, we will be victorious. Monsei to True Mother! Monsei for
Unification families! Thank you very much!

Let us give another big round of applause to Honorable Chung Pheth, Deputy Minister of Agriculture from Cambodia; and, really in the history of Cambodia you can feel the importance of peace. And it is not just a movement of politics or peace, but it is only the movement of heavenly tribal messiahship that can really bring the longed for peace in Cambodia.

And if we unite with True Mother, Cheon Il Guk will be automatically realized! I believe it is not a testimony but a proclamation. Do you agree? Let us give another big round of applause to the Hon. Chong Pheth. (applause)

Next, the third testimony is very precious. Our True Parents have Blessed America. In 1995 The True Family Values Movement began and ACLC was launched. Since then True Parents have Blessed America and inter-religious work; and, in 2015 True Mother visited Las Vegas and shared the truth of providential history.

True Mother proclaimed that 'I am the only-begotten Daughter,' 'I am the True Mother.' And Honorable Mark Abernathy, the pastor of Connect Point Church resolved to become a heavenly tribal messiah; and, he completed the Blessing of 1,200 couples. Let us give another round of applause to Honorable Rev. Mark Abernathy for his great work in heavenly tribal messiahship. Let us welcome Rev. Mark Abernathy with a big round of applause.

Special Report, Mark Abernathy, Connect Point Church, United States

Greetings everyone, in the precious Name of True Parents and Jesus. I am so glad to be here today in honor of True Parents, True Mother and the Children. I respectfully give my respects to you.

My experience with becoming involved with True Parents started in 1988. I was invited to come to ICC here in Korea. My wife and I were very young working in the ministry at that time; and, as I began to listen to what was taking place at these workshops we were in at this moment I began to see a transformation in my life.

I had been looking for something that may have been a little different than what I was raised up in. I felt that God had other things involved with me. When I first met this organization, it was called 'The Holy Spirit Association.' 'Hello!' And it was very fiery and very exciting. There was so much power. But I know that we're going to get back to that.

And with my experience in studying the Divine Principle, I realized that with True Parents we have so much in common. He spoke about Jesus coming to Him on Easter Sunday and how the transformation of His Life took place. And the moment I heard all this, I realized that this resonated very strongly with my ideology. And as I began to study the Divine Principle I found out that it parallels with the Bible. And I found out that True Parents received this from Jesus; and, it connected me as a Christian young minister.

I found out that this is a chance of developing myself to become a tribal messiah. (applause) Many years passed through this process (applause), many years passed. And all of a sudden my daughter went through a relationship in her life that wasn't too good. I didn't like it; and, it wound up causing an abuse situation. And my daughter had to leave her husband that I had Blessed earlier. So, it was a terrible situation. My daughter felt like she was hopeless and that she would
never have another chance to be restored.

I began to teach the Divine Principle to her; and, as I began to pray with her and counsel with her, the next thing I began to see was I began to see a light begin to light up in her eyes. I began to see that there was hope available. Then all of a sudden God brought somebody new into her life; and, it was a very exciting moment. (applause) What was so exciting about this moment was that she asked me if I would Bless them on the back porch of our home.

So, as I went out on the back porch to begin to do the Blessing, all of a sudden my daughter falls to the ground and begins to weep. The next thing I began to see is my grandson of 15 years old, he falls to his ground. And then my grandson looks up at me and says, 'Granpa, now I know who God is. Now I see the experience of who God is.' And I'm telling you, at that very moment is when I realized that this Blessing is real. This Blessing can change your life. I don't know what it's doing in your life; but, it has changed my life. It has changed my family. It has turned my life around. (happy applause)

I'm so excited about this. And now we have True Mother doing the great work around the world; and, She is the only-begotten. I don't know if you know that or not. She is the only-begotten Daughter of the Almighty God. (loud applause) And what we need to do is we need to get behind Her and we need to push and we need to start doing Blessings. I was doing Blessings and I went to churches. I went to the Family Church and I went to my own church to give the Blessing to every couple and everybody I'd seen; because, I saw what it did in my life. I saw what it did in my family's life.

And as my church began to get Blessed, I Blessed 400 and 500 and 600 and next day I see my wife is doing 400 and 500 and 600 and my daughter almost has 430 herself. I'm telling you I'm excited about this. I'm excited about this. This is a new era. This is a new time. We can take this to the stars. The sky's the limit.

God has so many miracles waiting on us. We've just got to go out there and find the people. People are desiring to be Blessed. And what we've got to do is feed them with this. So, I've come to tell you today, 'Don't stop loving. Don't stop Blessing. Don't back up. (applause) It's too late to quit. It's time to stand up and fight. It's time to stand up and keep doing this thing.' (applause)

God Bless you! (loud applause)

MC: Young ho Yun

Weren't you moved. Don' you feel that the movement of tribal messiahship is the hope of the world. Aju. Can we say Aju?

Once again let us give a big round of applause to the three special speakers for their wonderful testimonies. (applause)

Let us come now briefly to welcome True Mother. Let us rise and welcome True Mother as She comes onstage.
Mother enters onstage (wearing red and black)

**MC Young ho Yun**

True Mother is entering. Let us welcome True Mother with a thunderous round of applause. (applause)

Let us all offer a standing bow to our True Mother, The True Mother of Heaven, Earth and Humankind (Kyeongbae (Bow) Taro (stand again) )

MC: Next we will now have the offering of flowers. The flowers will be offered by Rev. Yagyongi Kim and Rev. Ijesov (spell?) who have completed the Blessing of 430 couples. Let us give a big round of applause as True Mother receives these beautiful flowers. (long applause)

Next, cake cutting True Mother with Sun Jin Nim ... (candles touching together at the top and burning together and then they blow the candles out and remove them ) Mother cuts the cake down the middle (Shin mi chu ka hammer, shin mi chu ka hammer, shin mi chu ka hammer, sar ra rang e Cham bu mo ni, shin mi chu ka hammer)

Next, we will now offer a special gift to True Parents as we celebrate the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day and also as True Mother has given us the special Blessing to be registered into Cheon bo won. Rev. Sung Jong Kim and Rev. Kim Jon Won (spell?) will offer a special gift to True Mother to celebrate this New Year

Thank you very much. Next, True Mother will celebrate the Sixth Anniversary of Foundation Day by giving us a special address. Let us welcome True Mother with a thunderous round of applause. True Mother wishes to give us a special address.

**True Mother’s Address:**

(Everyone please take your seats)

Beloved Blessed Families and Leaders, Blessed Families from around the world gathered here, I am very pleased to meet you.

How long have we waited and waited for this day when we will finally be able to see the fulfillment of Heaven's Providence?

It is already six years; and, we are in the seventh year of Cheon Il Guk since Foundation Day was proclaimed. Until now all of you have been working to bring into fruition the realization of the new providential history, the realization of the promise made before Heaven, the fulfillment of one's mission as heavenly tribal messiahs. (Applause)

Until now, there were many difficulties. However, as we usher in this day, throughout the world more than 6,000 families have completed their responsibility as heavenly tribal messiahs. That is
the report I received this morning. (Applause)

However, today we also had the Dedication Ceremony for Cheonbowon. Following the fall of Adam and Eve, humanity was not very clear; but, the original mind of fallen humanity has been yearning for Heavenly Parent and the ideal world.

And the original mind in all human beings has been unified in the hope of returning the the bosom of Heavenly Parent. Unfortunately, humanity didn't know the path to take to accomplish this goal. However, Heaven toiled throughout history to bring about the fulfillment of the salvation of humanity through the history of the providence of restoration through indemnity. In other words, the birth of True Parents to fallen humanity, the Event of True Parents is indeed a real miracle; and, a new history could begin.

Fallen humanity has been yearning to return to God's Bosom; and, it is in receiving the Blessing of True Parents that humanity can be born again as God's beloved children. That is why, through the tearful work of True Parents multitudes of Blessed families were born throughout the world, through the work of the Blessing. (Applause)

And through these Blessed families, second, third and even fourth generations could join the providence. Unfortunately though, today humanity exceeds 7.7 billion people. The wish of all 7.7 billion people remains the same, to return to God's Bosom. However, because they do not know the path to accomplishing this goal, it is the responsibility of Blessed families to show the path that all humanity needs to take.
It is my hope that through you, you can Bless your tribes, liberate and Bless your ancestors. In the Bible it is written that human history is 6,000 years old. And you can imagine that all of the ancestors throughout history have been waiting for this day of liberation and Blessing.

Please reflect on the importance of the moment in which you live. Is there a greater Blessing, a greater miracle than Heaven granting the Blessing to all humanity.

As Jesus lay on the cross, Jesus gave the keys to the Kingdom to which apostle? In other words, the providence must be perfected on earth for the Kingdom of Heaven in Heaven to open. Therefore, as Blessed families, all of you gathered here, while you are here alive with me, please work to liberate and Bless your ancestors.

It is not just 430 generations, but think how many generations there are since the dawn of history? All of these ancestors must be liberated and Blessed. Should we stop at 430 generations? Just as I mentioned before, Rev. Abernathy gave a passionate, a beautiful testimony. (applause) Indeed, Blessed families who've completed 430 couples, each of these 430 couples should also fulfill 430 couples.

The dream of Heavenly Parent, the dream of True Parents, the dream of humanity is to realize One Family under God that attends Heavenly Parent. It is to realize the Kingdom on earth and ascend in the spirit world to the Kingdom of Heaven in Heaven to live for eternity with God. That is how we can have eternal life in the Bosom of Heavenly Parent.

In order to lead such a life, it is imperative that, while you are alive on this earth, you fulfill the victory of heavenly tribal messiahship. Become messiahs to your tribes, become messiahs to your nations and become messiahs to the world.

Today we have representative families with potential to be registered in the Cheonbowon. These families will receive True Parents' award. This is based on their potential, not their completion; and, I hope that each one of these families can work even harder so that all families, siblings, tribes can all liberate and Bless 430 generations and continue to Bless 430 couples. If we continue to do so, the ancestors in the spirit world will be completely mobilized; and, they will testify to your work, 'Look, our descendant on earth is saving us, is Blessing us, is become the descendant who has liberated all of the ancestral lineage. How proud would they be?

The event of True Parents should have taken place at the national level.

…